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Good morning!
 
I hope everyone was able to get out and enjoy some of the beautiful fall weather we had over the
weekend. Spending some time outside is always good for mental health, so I encourage you to take
advantage of the cooler temps before the really cold weather sets in.
 
A few announcements:
 
Midterm Grades: Please submit midterm grades for 16- and 18-week classes TODAY by 10 a.m.
 
Free Counseling Services: As a reminder, all full-time and part-time OTC employees (including
adjunct faculty) have access to free counseling services. Please visit OTC’s Counseling Services for
Employees website for more information. In addition, Burrell Behavioral Health has provided an
updated flyer for part-time employees (attached) describing how to access their services.
 
MCCA Memberships: In Dr. Higdon’s Notes yesterday, he encouraged everyone to consider
participating in this year’s Missouri Community College Association convention, November 10-12.
The college pays for every employee’s membership – including our part-time employees. For those
who cannot attend in person, there is a virtual option available for just $100.
 
On College Development Day last Tuesday, full-time employees spent a good deal of time discussing
OTC Cares and what it means. As we delve further into a mindset that is student-centered, data
informed, proactive and holistic, it is important to keep in mind that what ultimately emerges as best
for students, may not always be the thing that is easiest or most convenient for us as a college. But if
we are to continue to thrive, we must become accustomed to change. I was with some fellow higher
ed professionals from MSU, Drury, and Mizzou this weekend, and we all discussed the coming “cliff”:
a drastic decrease in traditional-age freshmen. As Dr. Higdon noted, OTC is not competing with our
sister institutions in the region for enrollment; we are competing with employment. We must
sharpen our focus on serving the working adult learner who is seeking career advancement or a
more fulfilling, better-paying job. This means appreciating that they are adults with competing
priorities, anticipating and being sensitive to their needs, and shifting the way we operate to meet
them. It might not be easy at times; however, as we’ve demonstrated over the last 18 months, when
the hard stuff comes our way, that’s when we shine.  
 
Wishing you all a great week!
 
Tracy M. McGrady, Ed.D
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Ozarks Technical Community College
1001 E Chestnut Expressway
Springfield, MO 65802
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Trouble concentrating and thinking


Feeling anxious or overwhelmed


Thoughts keeping you awake


Feelings of panic or dread


Overwhelming feelings of fatigue


Hopeless outlook on life


Difficulty with relationships


Out-of-control cravings


Unable to stop harmful behavior


Uncontrollable and changing emotions


Trouble finding enjoyment in life


Suicidal thoughts


Making behavioral


health part of your


wellness journey has


never been so easy. 


Burrell Behavioral Health is excited to announce a partnership with Ozarks Technical


Community College (OTC), which now makes therapy and counseling services


accessible to part-time OTC employees. This is part of your Employee Assistance


Program (EAP). All OTC employees, including part-time employees, not covered for


outpatient therapy and counseling services by their current employee benefits package,


are now eligible for coverage effective December 1, 2020.


Getting Started


Our goal is to make accessing therapy and counseling services as easy as possible for


you. We are here to guide you as you get started, and then work with you to build a


care plan to help you heal, grow, and thrive.


In-person, virtual, and telephone appointments are available. To make an appointment


or find out more information, please call 417-893-7963 and identify yourself as an OTC


employee and provide the grantor number 8000268.


Our care practices are rooted


in brain science and trauma-


informed techniques to help


individuals, youth and families


heal, grow, and thrive. We


know in order to live our best


lives, everyone must feel safe,


connected, significant, and


respected (PersonBrain™).


Therefore, we are committed


to leading with safety and


trustworthiness, operating with


collaboration, and offering


choices and empowerment. 


THERAPY & COUNSELING NOW MORE ACCESSIBLE TO MORE OTC EMPLOYEES


We’re Here to


Help You Heal,


Grow & Thrive


Learn more about Burrell and our other service offerings at burrellcenter.com.


Why Therapy or Counseling? 


Having honest conversations is tough and we’re here to help—you can talk about anything


here! Therapy and counseling can help if you are experiencing any of the following:







417.447.8152
 


